BPX COMMITTEE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

November 1 – December 1, 2020

1. November 10th Meeting Minutes accepted and posted on CMCDenver.org BPX webpage
2. 2020 Operatives and Strategies Measurements sent to cmte and to be posted on CMCDenver.org BPX webpage
3. Trips completed vs Trip Days completed; Keegan Young supportive; issue is at DGC; CMC Staff Maddie Miller is contact for State issues
4. Dues logic for implementation; implementation plan; request to CMC for IT Contractor to implement; no announcement to BPX Members until date ability to charge dues is known
5. Commitment Note at bottom of each Trip Description is part of Trips Update
6. Slay the Dragon (Roster Churn)
7. Dinorah Lebron joined Social Media Team who will develop a plan for BPX FB and other social media presence
8. Stake Your Claim (SYC) calendar distributed
9. BPX Google Calendar completed; all cmte mbrs sent invitation to join
10. P&P G Drive sent to Harmel, Monsma, Kurtz asking for feedback; Mike & John to finalize issues so P&P can be rolled out in December
11. Chair Duties prepared by JW and sent to Uwe
12. Jennie Popovich agreed to become Secretary/Treasurer in April; Membership Duties & Responsibilities rolled back to Communications Coordinator responsibilities and Action Items adjusted to show Membership D&R under Communications Coordinator
13. Update of existing trips and development of 20 new trips progress to meet early December deadline
14. Proposal for CMC “official size trip of 4” to be changed to 3 sent to Keegan Young who delegated to Leader Task Force
15. Trip Registration Guidelines modified by Chair
16. Bill Greer accepted as BPX Trip Leader
17. Restructure of BPX Committee as result of John’s and Linda’s resignations effective in April; documented resignation by John as Chair effective in April 2021
18. Discussion with Jason Antin, Speaker for SYC on 2/17, regarding topics, BPX background
19. Communication w/DS&L re trip days rather than trips comparison; DS&L tossed to DGC & State; Keegan Young responded idea had merit but no implementation timeframe
20. Official group size proposal to State response by Keegan Young to gather support and propose to RMC then State Board since there is an official BOD policy of 4 participants constituting an “official” CMC trip.